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1. a) (i) Define ametricapac? (X,d).

(ii) Let (X,d) be ametric space and証x x x →取be defined by

鴫,ひ) =血n(1,d(瑚)),写g∈X.

‘　Provethat壷alsoametriconX・　　　　　　[25 Marks]

b) (i) Define a tonvergeut sequence and a Cauchy sequence in a metric?PaCe.

(ii) What is Ineant by saying that a sequence in a metric spa。。 is b。und。d?

(iii) Let缶) be a converge血sequence with limit # in a mc舶c space (X,d).

Show that the sequence is bounded.　　　　　　[35 Marks]

C) (i) Define a complete metric space.

(ii) Prove that, if (X, d) is a complete耽tric space and y is a 。osed subspa。。

Of X, then (Yのis ∞mPlete.

(iii) Let X = O[0’2] be the set of all continueus functions defined on [0,2] and

the metric dl On X be defined by’

dl(f,g)二

f2 げ(う-g(うIゐ, f,g∈X,

Using the sequence of functions th) in X defined by

五(g)二

(士乃∴遭鯵∈ [0,1),
1　缶臼∈[1,2]

Show that the metric space (X, dl声no七coInPlete.　[40 Marks]



2. a) (i) Let (X,d) be a metric space. What is meant by saying that a function

f : X一→ X is a contraction?

(ii) Applying the Banach fixed poiut theorem show that the integral equation

f(う尋十宮肌) dα

has a unique sblution in O[0, 1] under the s哩e劇m netric. 【40 Marks]

b) (i) Let (X,d) and (羊p) be two metric spaces and t缶註be a sequenc9 0f

f皿Ctions defined from X into y. Define the pointwise convergence and

。nifom 。。。VergenCe Of the sequence (巧急to a fmction /.

(ii) ‘ Suppose that a sequence of functioris (畠is de紅nd by

擁)=エ十方　詐取・

Conside血g the usual n雨ric on R,

i. find the pointwise limit / of the sequence.

ii. sh。W that (五) converges to / u血fomly as 7t -→ ∞・

iii. sh。W that th。 S。quenCe畠e) converges to /2 pointwise, but the convergence

is not unifom, here j羅) = (擁))2.　　　　[60 Marks]

3.可(i) Dofineanomedspace.

(fi) Let X = O掴and let (X・帖) and (X旧l∞) be tW nomed spaces in

th。 usual n。tation. Let =情X一→ R be defined by

剛=血n(剛∞,2剛1), f∈X・

D。tem血e whether (X川・ =) is a nomed space・ [35 M紬ksl

b) (i) Define a Bana血space・

(ii) Cbusider the space X of sequences of real nulnbers defined by, in the usual
notation, X =車中f ∈ l∞声= (尋,範=Ofor命中∈ N) withthe

slxpre則皿nOm. Usingthe sequence塙) in X given by

‰=(1,三,・‥,÷,0,0,…),

show that (X川・ " is not a Banach space・ [35 Marks]

c) (i) What is Ineat by saying that two norms are equivalent?

(ri) Let X =酢hd let the two norms "航= (∑芸事誹and

剛∞ =繋語I be given’Where c= (揮2,.‥高∈RT

show tha申刷∞ ≦剛2 ≦ v眉剛∞ for all a7 ∈ R7}. Are these norus

equlvalent? Explain.　　　　　　　　　l3O Marks]



4. a) Let X andY betworomed spaces and T: X -→Y be alinearoperator.

(i) State what is nea血by saying that T is bounded and continuous.

(ri) Prove that if T is continuous at O then it is bol叫ded・　　[30 Marks]

b) Let (Cト1, 1], ll. =∞) be the nomed space of contimous functious defined on

[-1, 1] with the supre皿皿nOm. Let the operator T ‥ Cト1.1]一十R be defined

by

T(子)二鮎)d弓1f(頼f∈C叫

(i) Show that T is a址記ar operator.

(ii) Show that T is bo皿ded and henc詰edt!Ce that旧= ≦ 2.

(iri) Using theinction有[-1, 1] →重み∈ N given by

蔦(ガ)二

(ー1 i缶∈ト1,-嘉)

慨i缶∈十三,駕

1　韓日∈は1]

showthat l佑=∞二1 and lT引= 2- :. Deducethat 2 ≦ =T= andfind

IiT旧

[70 Marks]

5. a) Defirle an imer product space.　　　　　　　　　　　　[10 Marks]

b) Let X be an an inner product space with狐imer product <.,. >.

(i) If the imer product space X is real, PrOVe that, in the usual notation,

4<尤,g>二醇十洲2-帰一洲2.

(ii) Let (窃) and (拐) be two sequences in X converging to ff and g, reSPeCtively.

Prove that thesequence < ‰,拐> cOnverges tO < ff,g >・ [35 Marks]

c) (i) What is meant by saying that a system (めれ∈N in an i鵬r product space

is orthogonal and orthonormal?

(ii) Let X = O[0, 1] andtheinnerproduct be definedby < J,g >= # /(擁かみ

f,g∈X・
Find the value ofp such that the functions J(り= J and g(t) = 3t - p are

orthogonal.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　[20 Marks]

d) (i) Let X be a Hilbert space and毎l,“2,... 1 be an orthonomal basis ofX・

i. Show that for any a;,9 ∈ X,

<瑚>二∑くらひた>そ玩而‾三・

ii. Prove that if (αふis a sequence of scalars such that the series ∑=1 lα詳

converg譲lthen ∑三1 α方硯COnVergeS.　　　　　　[35 Marks]


